
AMERICAN CAR CRAFT INSTRUCTIONS 

SRT 8 FRONT ENGINE HARNESS COVER 

PART#303016 
PARTS INCLUDED: 

___1-Stainless Engine Harness 

___1-1” 10mm 1.5 Bolt 

___3-6mm Nuts 1.5 Nuts 

___3-Decorative Nut Caps # 1418 

___1-119 NC 

___2-124NC 

Your cover comes to you with a protective liner. Do not remove liner until 

installation is complete. 

This new cover has been designed to hide the large electrical harness that has been placed 

on the front passenger side of the engine. The new cover will nicely customize the engine 

and is easy to install in just a few simple steps.  

1. The first thing that will need to be done will be to rearrange the factory harness in

order to receive the new cover. You will notice that the harness is fastened to the two

front bolt studs in front of the valve cover. Simply pull up on the harness at the two

locations and completely detach it.

2. You will notice that the harness is kind of spidered up to its connections and that one

of the connections leads up to the top of the air intake tube. Temporarily separate the air

tube connection by loosening the clamp and pulling it loose from the throttle body. With

the tube separated force the harness so that it will wrap around the right side of the round

opening and then under the throttle body. It may be necessary to slice the electrical tape

banding slightly in order to allow you to do this. Once the wire has been successfully

rerouted replace the air tube and clamp. Because the harness has been released from the

valve cover and some of the banding opened up some you will have enough slack in the

harness to achieve this re routing however you may have to get a little tough with it and

pull the harness forward to gain the small amount of slack needed to do the

rearrangement so that the connections do not become to tight.



3. Now that the harness has been successfully rearranged the next step will be to

temporarily remove the front upper bolt of the throttle body just to the left of the air tube.

4. Place the new cover over the two bolt studs of the valve cover and work the cover

down into position as you manipulate the large vacuum hose into the large notch at the

top of the cover. As you work the cover down line up the front hole with the bolt hole

you just exposed at the front and then reinsert the factory bolt through the new cover and

back into the throttle body and tighten.

5. You have been provided with two small nuts to be threaded over the two factory bolt

studs at the back of the new cover. Once you have inserted them simply snip off the

excess stud with a small bolt cutter. You have been provided with three decorative nut

covers. Using clear 100% household silicone simply applies a small dab into each of the

three covers and set them in place allow a couple of hours for the caps to set.

Thank you and enjoy your purchase! 

When it comes to quality chrome trim and accessories, American Car Craft is the brand you can depend on.

https://www.carid.com/chrome-accessories.html
https://www.carid.com/american-car-craft/

